Fee decision sent back to the drawing board

By Kris Wagner
NEWS EDITOR

After two weeks of waiving the decision on whether to pass the proposed segregated fee increase, student senators voted to send the proposal back to the Student Government's Finance Committee. The choice was made after many questions arose from the speaker floor about how the $751,100 segregated budget is divided up.

Student Government Budget Director Amanda Stack asked senators to hold their final decision on the segregated fee increase, so that its budget could be analyzed in further detail.

"With these numbers (the proposed fee increase) coming in, it would take us up to status quo, but would allow absolutely no growth in the next several years," said SGA Vice President Shelly Haag.

In a Wednesday interview with WWSP's News Director Josh Wescott, Haag stated that SGA wants "to make sure exactly what (they) are looking for." Haag also asked senators to hold their final decision on the segregated fee increase, so that its budget could be analyzed in further detail.

"I guess students don't care where their money is going," said UW-Stevens Point sophomore William Boyd.

SGA directors expect to have a final fee proposal by next week's senator meeting.

Security prepares for post-game celebration

By Chris Keller
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

As the Green Bay Packers gear up for Monday night's showdown with the Dallas Cowboys, UW-Stevens Point's Campus Security is expecting another postgame victory celebration by students. As before, additional staff from Protective Services will keep a close eye on students, if they choose to celebrate.

Don Burling, Director of Protective Services, said a definite number of on-duty officers has not been set, but he expects 12 or so surveilling the area. According to Burling, the officers will maintain a closer presence and some videotaping of the crowd may be done. "By closer presence, I mean I'll have officers closer to the group, probably right on the outside areas," said Burling. "If we see areas that may build into some that could potentially cause damage, we will start videotaping before the damage occurs."

After the Packer victory on October 14, a UW-Stevens Point student was injured in the ensuing celebration, thus personal safety is a concern for Protective Services. "We became concerned when the body passing started and that's a potential for someone to become seriously hurt," stated Burling. "If we see any body passing, we will attempt to break it up."

University officials are also watching students closely. In a prepared statement from the university, officials said, "We are trying to shape rather than stop the postgame activities, but UW-Stevens Point security and city police can also watch students closely."

Wednesday shutdown
Network repairs planned weekly

By Craig Stilmann
CONTRIBUTOR

UW-Stevens Point Information Technology has scheduled a network shutdown for every Wednesday from 4 a.m. to 7 a.m. Although every Wednesday is scheduled, the shutdown will only occur when deemed necessary.

"The networks are being shut down in order to prevent problems that may occur during the day," stated network manager, Ernie Anthors. Maintenance programs will be run from a master server to fix any problems and to upgrade the network in order to minimize problems throughout the week.

The time chosen was due to the number of students using the computers at the time scheduled. "I think it is a good time to fix any problems because it won't inconvenience many of the students," stated Ryan Steeno, lab coordinator. Anthors added, "The schedule is being made aware to students so they know they may run into problems if using the computers at this time."

Students using the dormitory labs at the scheduled time will not be able to run the Oriel program (Campus menu), thus inhibiting some students' ability to complete assignments. The shutdown should alleviate problems with the number of computers being down and help increase computer availability to UW-Stevens Point students.

Different priorities may lead to hall's fall

By Mike Beacon
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

With renovation costs estimated at $4.2 million, Nelson Hall's future as a part of the UW-Stevens Point campus is uncertain.

UW-SP administrative officials are running out of options to save the 78-year-old structure, which originally was built to house women residents.

According to Assistant Chancellor for Business Affairs at UW-Stevens Point Greg Diemer, state and private funds would need to split the renovation costs down the middle.

"The state is not willing to invest large amounts of resources into the building when they can invest in a new building. At the same time, (when asked) very few alumni seemed to care," said Diemer. "We just don't see the support coming to save the building."

Many UW-Stevens Point students donated blood during the three day blood drive earlier this week. (Photo by Brad Riggs)

For a good cause

Many UW-Stevens Point students donated blood during the three day blood drive earlier this week. (Photo by Brad Riggs)
Do you feel there is a problem accessing computer labs?

"Nope. Every building has some problems accessing and chances are the computer labs at the CCC or CPS."

"Yes. Whenever I go to a lab, I always have to wait for a computer. There is also always a waiting list."

"We could definitely use more computers on campus. It can be pretty difficult to get on a computer sometimes."

Monday Night Specials

25¢ taps of Bush Light & Genuine Draft Light

Thursday is Mexican Night - 6p.m. - 11p.m.
-Margarita Pitchers....$5.00/-Mexican Beer & Appetizer Specials

Free Pool - Mon-Fri 1p.m.- 4p.m. - after that pool is only 25¢

Trackside Bar & Grill
1408 Hwy. 10 West • STEVENS POINT
OPEN DAILY AT 11:00 A.M. • GRILL OPEN 11:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M.

CITY OF STEVENS POINT PUBLIC WORKS/
STREET DEPARTMENT PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT

New Holiday Collection Schedule

GARBAGE/RECYCLING COLLECTION
SCHEDULE FOR THANKSGIVING WEEK - NOV. 25 - NOV. 30

GARBAGE:
Monday, November 25 ........................ Collection of Tuesday's Route
Tuesday, November 26 ........................ Collection of Wednesday's Route
Wednesday, November 27 ........................ Collection of Thursday and Friday's Routes
Thursday, November 28 ........................ No Pick-up (see above for collection day)
Friday, November 29 ........................ No Pick-up (see above for collection day)

RECYCLING:
Monday, November 25 ........................ Collection of 4th Tuesday's Route
Tuesday, November 26 ........................ Collection of 4th Wednesday's Route
Wednesday, November 27 ........................ Collection of 4th Thursday's Route
Thursday, November 28 ........................ No Pick-up (see above for collection day)
Friday, November 29 ........................ No pick-up

DROP-OFF:
Tuesday, November 26 ........................ Open
Thursday, November 28 ........................ CLOSED
Saturday, November 30 ........................ Open

For Collection Information
call 346-1537

• PLEASE RECYCLE •

Bring your advertising needs to The Pointer by calling 346-3707.
Grant income breaks last year's record

Professors at UW-Stevens Point play a major role in bringing money into the community. The amount of grant money received from outside sources during fiscal year 1995 breaks the record for the previous year, according to David Staszak, associate vice chancellor for academic programs and grant support services.

According to Staszak's annual report, more than $7 million was received during the year, including more than $2 million for the nearly completed addition to the College of Natural Resources (CNR) Building. "Even without the U.S. Department of Agriculture grant for the CNR addition, it is the largest amount of extramural funds we've ever received," Staszak said.

Faculty members of the CNR have been major generators of grants over the past five years, with 89% of their 114 proposals approved last year, for a total of more than $6 million. "The individuals within the CNR set a good example for the rest of the campus," Staszak said.

"They understand that you don't get extramural funds unless you ask for them."

The College of Letters and Science had a success rate of 73%, which brought in more than $556,000.

The College of Professional Studies had a success rate of 70%, which brought in more than $161,300.

"Our grant efforts and successes are due to the individual initiative of the faculty and staff, as well as the support provided by our administration," Staszak says.

"This productivity will not continue in the future. 'We know already that this year's amount will be less because the total requested for fiscal year 1996 is only $3 million,' Staszak said.

Reasons for the decline in grant requests include the time constraints on faculty members and fewer dollars available, the report notes.

"Many faculty members are mixed out," Staszak said. They have ongoing grant projects and cannot take on the additional responsibility of another project.

There are more people chasing fewer dollars," Staszak said.

"Although we've never been a 'research-intensive' campus, the focus of higher education has shifted to better serving the direct needs of students. Our already student-oriented faculty are devoting even more time to the classroom and the curriculum," Staszak said.

In 1992, a $5.2 million proposal to renovate the hall was almost certain. But work scheduled to start in 1995 never got underway.

Now, four years and one million dollars later, options seem to sway further from renovating the building and closer to selling it to a private investor or tearing it down and turning it into university parking.

"If it's torn down, there will be a significant reaction coming from alumni and it won't be a positive one," said former Stevens Point mayor Scott Schultz, now serving as UW-Stevens Point's development production manager. "(Alumni) will care needed to relocate the 20,000 square feet of office space, currently occupying the hall.

Security

Continued From Page 1

Security authorities are planning such as showing the game at the Allen Center on a big-screen television. Afterward, a postgame party with raffle prizes will be held.

Police Chief Douglas Carpenter does not expect a celebration mirror-ruling those in Oshkosh or Whitewater where property damage was prevalent. "I believe students here are way above that level. My expectations of students here are high. Our students have a great respect for our community." Carpenter went on to say if citations are needed, they will be handed out.

While officials expect students to celebrate a Packers victory on Monday, they want to students to use common sense and good judgement.
Converting Nelson Hall into a prison seems logical choice

The following is a satirical piece regarding the future of Nelson Hall. In the spirit of Jonathan Swift, I wish to make a "modest proposal" to help UW-Stevens Point creatively respond to its financial problems. According to the Abridged Clift Notes, Swift advocated that hungry, poor children be invited to English dinner tables in the hard times of the early 1700's as an antipoverty program. This proposal is made in an attempt to mesh major themes of the 1990's and with a vision to the future.

Nelson Hall, a campus landmark, is being considered for demolition. The reasons are familiar: not cost effective to update, and budgetary constraints won't allow refurbishing. Wisconsin's public universities face hard times. Wisconsin Corrections no waste of time. Recycling no waste of time. You answered no, read on anyway, for this article most likely contains a "modest proposal" to help UW-Stevens Point is supposedly one of the most environmentally aware campuses in the nation, and that includes everyone, not just CNR majors. Yet everyday, people on this campus are unnecessarily wasting precious natural resources.

According to the Stevens Point Journal, Dole will draw in excess of $130,000 a year for his duty served in the Senate. He also receives $18,000 every month from a sizeable pension from our taxes. According to Wisconsin Corrections, there can be benefits to the campus. Historic register buildings are in need of a good resume. For some reason, it seems that Dennis Tierney could flourish as a Warden Bilko. Some skeptics will be concerned about security issues for the campus. Historic register buildings are not supposed to be radically altered in outer appearance. I suggest the wooden stiles of Nelson Prison windows be replaced with hardened steel and Nelson Hall is to be coed, I suggest the wooden stiles of Nelson Hall's windows be replaced with hardened steel as well.

1. Nelson Hall, a campus landmark, is being considered for demolition.
2. The reasons are familiar: not cost effective to update, and budgetary constraints won't allow refurbishing.
3. Wisconsin's public universities face hard times.
5. You answered no, read on anyway, for this article most likely contains a "modest proposal" to help UW-Stevens Point.

Recycling no waste of time

Do you consider yourself environmentally aware? Does it bother you to see people doing things that you know are bad for the environment?

If you answered yes to either of those questions, then read on. If you answered no, read on anyway, for this article most likely concerns you.

UW-Stevens Point is supposedly one of the most environmentally aware campuses in the nation, and that includes everyone, not just CNR majors. Yet everyday, people on this campus are unnecessarily wasting precious natural resources.

If you don't believe it, take a look in the nearest "waste only" recycling station. In every residence hall there is a recycling area. Yet some people, either through ignorance or laziness, don't bother to walk that extra two feet to the recovery area.

Just aluminum cans had been recycled, it would be back in the store in six weeks. Now it will be in the overcrowded landfill for an infinite amount of time.

Political let down bound to fatten Dole's wallet

After the recent election, one thing became evident. Bob Dole is the luckiest man on earth. Besides not having the most stressful and dangerous job in the world, the humble man from Kansas increased his personal worth considerably.

As if he already does not have enough money, he now draws a sizable pension from our taxes. According to The Stevens Point Journal, Dole will draw in excess of $130,000 a year for his duty served in the Senate. He also receives $18,000 every month from the military for his service time and injuries occurred.

Sure, Bob Dole has a history of being a charitable person, giving to many veteran's associations and helping the disabled. As long as he continues this tradition, the taxpayers money does not go to waste, completely.

But all of Dole's previous contributions were made in the public eye. Bob Dole may not realize it, but he is better off for losing the election. But all of Dole's previous contributions were made in the public eye.

Dole's previous contributions were made in the public eye. As if he already does not have enough money, he now draws a sizable pension from our taxes. But all of Dole's previous contributions were made in the public eye.

Dole's previous contributions were made in the public eye.

Dole's previous contributions were made in the public eye. But all of Dole's previous contributions were made in the public eye. Bob Dole may not realize it, but he is better off for losing the election.

We at the university are asked to "cut taxes." Dole, the President of Nelson Hall, may not realize it, but he is better off for losing the election.
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BATTLE OF THE BANDS WINNER
FREE!!!
with UWSP student ID

Last Week's Word Scramble answers: 

CPI Teams YOU could be on:
ALTERNATIVE SOUNDS
CONCERTS
ISSUES AND IDEAS
PROMOTIONS
PUBLIC RELATIONS
SPECIAL EVENTS
TRAVEL AND LEISURE
CENTER STAGE
CENTERS CINEMA
CLUB VARIETY

1996 BATTLE OF THE BANDS WINNER
PACKERS -VS- COWBOYS
8 PM

150-Inch TV with Surround Sound Pizza Beer on Tap Prizes for the first 25 through the door

SUN
PACKERS -VS- RAMS
7 PM

Packer Party!

THUR
7 PM
Singer & Songwriter
James Hersch

SUN
HAPPY THANKSGIVING BREAK!

FRI
8 PM
THE GUFS ARE COMING UNPLUGGED DEC 5 TO THE ENCORE!

SAT MON

WED

CALL BEYOND 3000 TO HEAR ALL ABOUT IT!
Outdoors Feature: Professor Anderson's life defines energetic

By Byron Thompson

Energetic is a term that describes Dr. Eric Anderson, professor of wildlife at UW-Stevens Point. But, Dr. Anderson could also be used to describe the term energetic.

Anderson, however, will not take all the credit for his excited personality.

"It's the students, [they] give me all my energy. It is a pleasure for me to see the students listen to what I have to say. I am honored," Anderson stated.

Anderson received his undergraduate degree in fisheries and wildlife with an emphasis in environmental education from Michigan State University.

He then went on to earn his masters and Ph.D. in wildlife ecology from Colorado State University.

He spent some time in the public sector, working for the Forest Service before taking his first teaching job at Unity College in Maine.

Dr. Anderson taught at this small, environmental school for three years.

"It was fun and very personal. The students and faculty were entwined, unlike here," Anderson remarked.

Anderson enjoys taking wilderness trips with his family.

Among his favorite are backpacking, canoeing, and cross-country skiing.

"They are not supposed to occur simultaneously. We are trying to understand how they divide the pie. What keeps the Southern from going anymore north, and what keeps the Northern from going anymore south," he explained.

Anderson also tries to make time for his family. He and his wife Sue live on a 15 acre farm in northern Wisconsin.

"It's unforgiving, beautiful, and desolate," Anderson described.

His favorite trip, in fact, began there. Anderson and his wife took a 4 1/2 month backpacking trip for their honeymoon.

The trip began at the Mexican border, and they journeyed all the way to Oregon.

Professor Eric Anderson working with radio telemetry in Schmeeckle Reserve. (Submitted photo)

Anderson enjoys learning in the outdoors and teaching in the classroom.

Students can learn a lot from his knowledge of the outdoors world, but they should also pay attention to his advice about life in general.

"Follow your passions, and everything else will fall into place. You may die poor, but you'll be dang happy!"

Bear hunt successful

Wisconsin hunters killed a record number of bears during the 1996 hunting season with a preliminary harvest of 2,205, according to Bill Myton, deer and bear ecologist, with the Department of Natural Resources.

"Our statewide population is in excellent shape, and we're seeing more bear in areas not considered to be traditional habitats," he said.

Myton said the 1997 fall black bear population in Wisconsin is expected to number about 14,000 animals.

With over 35,000 hunters currently in the permit pool, hunters can expect to wait 5-8 years before receiving a harvest permit. The 1997 application deadline is January 17, 1997.

Opinion

Zone T hunt unethical

By Charlie Sensenbrenner

The numbers are in, and DNR officials are already proclaiming the century's first October gun hunt a success. Their goal of trimming Wisconsin's burgeoning deer herd was apparently met as hunters registered over 25,000 antlerless deer.

Many officials were so encouraged by the results that the Zone T hunt may be expanded further into Wisconsin's forests next year.

However, while the hunt may have been effective, many hunters cooperated reluctantly this year and would not be as supportive next season unless changes are made.

As a management tool, the hunt was poorly organized. Most of the state's forests are privately owned by hunters who enjoy seeing deer on their land.

Many people left their own forests alone and concentrated their efforts on public land. As a result, public herds were annihilated while populations on private land remained uncathed.

Due to time and budget constraints, it is impossible for the DNR to accurately gauge the populations of specific areas.

Instead, broad estimates are applied over large tracts of habitat with a wide range of deer density.

The Door County forest I hunt typically supports a healthy-sized herd each year due to abundant farm fields and a plethora of oak trees. But even before the Zone T experiment, deer seemed especially scarce this fall.

The forced hunt was more like work than recreation for many participants. Desperate hunters raised their rifles on anything without antlers; when it was all over, meat processors were swamped by beagle-sized bumbles.

One of the problems acknowledged by the DNR was that many bucks were shot "accidentally." Many were honest mistakes because the racks of young bucks are often difficult to see.

However, mature bucks fell throughout the four day season at the expense of unbearable temptation.

Over 200 illegal trophies were confiscated and countless others were left to rot in the woods.

"We have no idea how many bucks were left lying in the woods," said Kevin Wallenberg of the DNR. "Most of the bucks shot were spikes, shot by people who will shoot anything they see."

When we dropped my yearling off at the butcher, we happened to notice a monstrous 10-pointer with an impressively accurate hole in his heart.

Apparently the marksman fired at a hefty doe but before the bullet found its target, the heroic buck burst out of the thicket and took the shot.

The unfortunate hunter, concerned about losing everything he owns, not to mention his hunting rights, immediately reported the incident to the wardens. After brief deliberation, the apparently gullible wardens let the man and his tainted trophy go.

The extra season could not have been placed at a worse time. It was late enough to ruin the prime weeks of the bow season and early enough to empty the woods of excitement for the traditional November gun hunt.

Despite registering 25,000 antlerless deer, only one out of five licensed hunters earned the right to harvest a buck.

The intentions behind the Zone T hunt were admirable. Very few hunters will argue that the herd is overpopulated.

However, under the current format, change is vital for effective management of Wisconsin's deer in the future.

"Never before has a wildlife management policy ignored tradition and integrity to the point of encouraging unethical behavior among hunters. Hopefully the October slaughter will be the last of its kind."
Increase in antlerless harvest expected

Late hunting season could lower buck harvest

Expectations remain high for a successful 1996 nine-day gun deer hunting season, according to Bill Mytton, deer and bear ecologist for the Department of Natural Resources. The season opens Saturday, November 23, and runs through Sunday, December 1.

"With the hunting season falling late this year, Wisconsin hunters can expect to see a similar deer season to that of 1993," Mytton said. The late season means the rut, or deer mating season, will have concluded in much of the north, so deer movement and activity will have decreased during the day. And with the severity of the 1995-96 winter, populations of deer, especially yearlings and spike bucks, are down in the north.

"A good dry summer and early fall will make access for hunters very good in the central portions of the state," Mytton said. "Barring early and deep snows or heavy rains, success should be good." Hunters harvested almost 400,000 deer in 1995, including 171,891 bucks. "Even with the late season, total harvest should be almost as high due to an expected increase in the antlerless harvest. But the buck harvest will most likely be lower because of the late season and the effects of last winter," said Mytton.

"Safety is always a concern during the hunt," Mytton said. "The four-day special hunt in October was very safe, as was last year's gun hunt. We hope that carries over to this season."

Hunters are reminded that the trespass law has been changed and landowners do not have to post their properties. Hunters must have permission to hunt private lands and also must know where they are in the woods.

Forest donated to Point

A forest has been given to UW-Stevens Point.

The Henry C. Kurtz Memorial Forest, a wooded tract of 71 acres, valued at $69,900, was donated to the university by Henry Kurtz's nephew, Frederick Kurtz, and his wife, Ruth Kurtz, of Waukesha. The forest, located about 70 miles from Stevens Point in Adams County, includes 34 acres of red pine, 31 acres of mixed oak, and 5 acres of wetland. About 40 acres were once used as farmland, but is now all wooded and has been a managed natural resource since 1955.

Henry Kurtz planted a red pine plantation on a portion of the land that has been maintained under optimal thinning and stocking conditions. The forest will be used by students in forest management, wildlife, life, water and soils for research and for demonstrations of activities they will use after graduation from the university. Students and faculty can repeat experiments they have done in the McIoud Forest on similar soils and in a similar geographic area of the state.

The Kurtz Forest provides an excellent opportunity for us to extend our research and educational work in the Central Sands region in the oak and pine typical of this area," said Alan Haney, dean of the College of Natural Resources.

Current income from the sale of timber on the property will be an average of $2,000 to $3,000 per year, which is sufficient to offset the minimal cost of maintaining the property, according to Haney.

The final fall program at Schmeeckle Reserve

Starry Tales: Discover mysterious legends in the autumn night sky. Andromeda, Pegasus, the big and little dipper illustrate myths from the past.

Let's Dispel a few Myths about Studying Overseas!

Studying abroad is not for me because:

1. It is too expensive!
2. There's way too much paper work.
3. I can't afford to take a semester "off!"
4. The credits won't count!
5. I don't speak a foreign language so I won't qualify.
6. I have good grades but I'm not "Fulbright" material...
7. It doesn't enhance my major.
8. It won't help me get a job!
9. I can get the same experiences here at UWSP.
10. My boyfriend or girl friend won't like it!

Last week we addressed myths numbers 3 and 4 now it's time to look at number 5:

I don't speak a foreign language so I won't qualify.

Wrong! Although students going to France, Germany, and Spain must have at least four college level semesters of their respective language, those heading off to Britain, Poland and Australia need no other language (besides English that is). English is the native tongue in Great Britain and in its former colonies, Australia and New Zealand.

Classes in the foreign language based programs are tempered for those still gaining fluency, not for native speakers, and course work in the other programs is conducted totally in English. (Polish language credit, however, is available in Krakow.) None of the interim or summer trips have language prerequisites.

Planning ahead gives you a better chance of being sure that all the classes you take overseas, on languages or in other subjects, fit in your schedule, but it's never too late to do yourself a favor by adding International experiences to your resume.

Again, all UWSP's Semesters Abroad are include "package" programs with room, board, international airfare, Wisconsin Resident tuition, loan of travel and more. You are not required to transfer schools, your financial aid remains intact. The application can be completed in a week and we help you get your passport and arrange your airfare. Really, it's much easier to be on your way to exciting destinations than most people think.

This is an investment in your future no less than getting a college education.

Next week we'll tackle Myth 6. In the meantime why don't you stop by our International Programs Office in 108 Collins or check out our web site to find out how you can be studying overseas in the very near future.

International Programs
108 Collins Classroom Center
University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point, WI 54481 USA
Tel: 715-346-2177 Fax: 715-346-3591 e-mail: intprog@uwsp.edu
WWW: http://www.uwsp.edu/acad/internet/ 

Nature Calls

This picture has very little, if anything, to do with the column.

By Scott Van Natta
Outdoors Editor

The time is fast approaching when thousands of people will fall out of bed at 4:30 a.m. (a time that I'm not even sure exists), grab a favor by Henry Kurtz's nephew, Frederick Kurtz, and his wife, Ruth Kurtz, of Waukesha. The forest, located about 70 miles from Stevens Point in Adams County, includes 34 acres of red pine, 31 acres of mixed oak, and 5 acres of wetland. About 40 acres were once used as farmland, but is now all wooded and has been a managed natural resource since 1955.

"The Kurtz Forest provides an excellent opportunity for us to extend our research and educational work in the Central Sands region in the oak and pine typical of this area," said Alan Haney, dean of the College of Natural Resources.

Current income from the sale of timber on the property will be an average of $2,000 to $3,000 per year, which is sufficient to offset the minimal cost of maintaining the property, according to Haney.
Jenkins theatre to evoke glamour and seduction
"City Of Angels" provides steamy entertainment at UW-Stevens Point

By Kerry Liethen
FEATURES EDITOR

The UW-Stevens Point theatre and dance department will present their rendition of the Tony award winning musical comedy "City Of Angels" this weekend.

"City Of Angels" is a sassy, sexy, funny show. The play features clever dialogue and lyrics set to beautiful music," said Arthur Hopper, director of the production.

The play unfolds as characters in 'City Of Angels' are caught in the moment. The show's costumes are black and white, for the audience appreciates this, be it the real life, is in color. There are numerous fast paced scenes where the actors need to be on their toes to change from the color to black and white costumes.

Many of the actors are underdressed in these scenes or wearing two costumes one on top of the other. In some instances actors and actresses strip down on a flat behind the scene to change into their next outfit.

All of the designs are original creations and were researched through film; in particular, The Big Sleep and The Stand In. Other inspiration came from antiquated Life magazines.

"It is essentially a movie being done onstage and I hope the audience appreciates this, because it was very difficult to put on," said Naum.

By Valentina Kaquatosh
COMICS EDITOR

What is the most important aspect of your career?
I think that whatever I do, it has to be entertaining and new for me, otherwise the things I produced would be dull and contrived.

Describe a typical day (or night) in your life as a cartoonist?
I usually require a shot of mental preparation to psych myself up before creating. Painting for me is the hardest, and I frequently work myself into a creative frenzy—standing on tables, jumping in the air, whirling around. I guess that’s just to get different perspectives, but it’s very draining.

Writing is the second hardest because my ideas are scattered across scraps, napkins, receipts, random files, and notebook pages. It takes concentration to collect all that material composed in different moods into one coherent piece.

Inking is simple and I usually have a page sitting around so I can ink a panel or two as I pass by.

Pencilling is about the same, but coming up with the overall organization of a page demands a little forethought. It’s hard to make decisions!

What techniques and materials do you use?

For Concave Up, I pencil each page on butcher paper stretched across a glass light box. Then I lay down sheets of art paper, turn on the light box so I can see the pencils from underneath, and ink the pages in with a black gel pen.

In closing, tell us whatever you want to say about yourself, the world, comics, or life in general.

You shouldn’t be sorry; you should just paint rocks.
**Q&A with Chancellor Tom**

**WHAT IS YOUR PREDICTION FOR THE DALLAS-PACKER GAME?**

The Packers and the Cowboys both beat the San Francisco 49ers in overtime, but we did it first. So, that means the Pack will beat Dallas!

**IS THE COMPUTER INFORMATION HIGHWAY TAKING THE PLACE OF PERSONAL COMMUNICATION?**

In some instances one could argue that certain social skills are diluted by an increase of time spent in front of a computer screen. On the other hand, electronic communication can lead to more communication. In fact, it can foster more face-to-face interactions.

On balance, I see the computer as stimulating more personal interaction rather than stifling them. This concept tends to be better understood by those who actively engage themselves in the art of technology.

**DO YOU THINK THAT THE MEDIA INFLUENCES THE MINDS OF THE PUBLIC TOO OFTEN?**

Yes, there are certain segments of the public that tend to believe what the media reports is absolute truth. However, there is a sizable segment of the general public that are willing to think for themselves, and they make an effort to sift through the facts and the out-of-context distortions the media might report.

**WHAT DID YOU THINK OF THE 1996 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION?**

I have long been a fan of Bill and Hillary. I am also glad to see the President's commitment to strong bipartisan initiative to move the country forward during his next four-year term.

**IF YOU COULD BE AN ANIMAL, WHAT WOULD YOU BE AND WHY?**

A platypus. I am a real inter-disciplinary type. This critter seems to be a cross between a duck and a beaver.

---

**Here's The Skinny**

**JuniOr Recital**

Soprano Holly Marie Jackson and pianist Anna Lynn Weiner will perform in a junior recital at the UW-Stevens Point on Friday, Nov. 15 at 7:30 p.m. The performance will take place in Michelsen Concert Hall of the Fine Arts Center. The recital will be open to the public without charge.

**Guitarist**

Singer/guitarist James Hersch will perform original story-songs at the Encore on Thursday, Nov. 14, at 7:00 p.m. His acoustic performances at college campuses have earned him positive reviews for the last 15 years. As an act of community service, he began seeking venues such as prisons, nursing homes, homeless shelters and schools, where he performs for free.

These experiences influenced his songwriting. Many of his works address problems of today, including AIDS, Alzheimer's Disease, and poverty. Hersch says, "I do therapeutic work with music."

Admission is $2 with a UW-Stevens Point student ID, $3.50 without ID for adults, and $1 for children under 12. Earlier that day, he will also entertain audiences at Jefferson School, McKinley School and River Pines Nursing and Rehabilitation Center.

---

**TRUMPET RECITAL**

Professor Robert Kase of UW-Stevens Point will perform in a trumpet recital on campus on Monday, Nov. 18.

Kase, who came to UW-SP in 1986, is a professor of music and director of the university's jazz studies program. He is also a Yamaha trumpet artist. Kase has performed extensively, including appearances with the Minnesota Orchestra, Tony Bennett, Dionne Warwick, Andy Williams, Sammy Davis Jr., Marilyn McCoo, Ben Vereen, Gladys Knight, and Burt Bacharach.

Open to the public without charge, the performance in Michelsen Hall of the Fine Arts Center will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Pointer football ends season on good note

By Nick Brilowski

It would have been easy for the Pointer football team to mail one in heading into its final game of the season against UW-Platteville. After all, UW-Stevens Point saw its postseason hopes end after three straight losses to conference foes.

The “C-Webb” is the highest priced shoe on the market at $140 a pair. Webber asked Nike to lower the cost of the shoe but Nike refused. Webber is right on asking Nike to lower the price.

Inner-city kids have been shot over shoes in the past, which was one of Webber’s main concerns when he said “How can I charge that for my shoe when I speak to all those inner-city kids and preach to them?”

Just as unbelievable as the price is that Webber’s shoe now costs more than Michael Jordan’s. However, last week Webber took a huge step toward clearing his reputation.

Webber told the Washington Times that he has ended his shoe contract with Nike because of the retail price of his new shoe. He is also vividly remembered for his infamous timeout in the 1993 NCAA Championship game. However, over his four year career in the NBA, the Washington Bullets’ Chris Webber has been ridiculed by fans and media for being a troublemaker.

At the most, it probably costs Nike only $40 to make each pair, which would leave $100 pure profit to split between Nike and the retail store where each pair is sold.

I’m sure the billionaire Nike corporation can spare a few of those dollars and lower the price of the shoe to insure the safety of the inner-city youth.

That couldn’t have been further from the truth. The Pointers easily handled the Pioneers, 49-28, on a frigid Saturday afternoon at Goerke Field.

Led by the senior duo of quarterback Tom Fitzgerald and running back Nate Harms, Pointers racked up 602 yards of offense en route to the victory.

Fitzgerald enjoyed one of the finest days of his career as he completed 18 of 28 passes for 288 yards and one touchdown while rushing for another two.

Harms was equally impressive, rushing for 137 yards on 19 carries. He also hauled in six catches for 94 yards and scored two touchdowns.

The high hopes of the UW-Stevens Point volleyball team were brought to a grinding halt at the hands of UW-Whitewater on Friday in the second round of the WWIAC Tournament.

Fueled by the momentum of a strong regular season finish, the 9th-seeded Pointers started well and notched their 18th win of the year against UW-Shawano. They defeated the Blue Devils three games to two (15-7, 15-6, 15-2) and tied with River Falls with the most tournament points but lost the championship in head to head competition.

The Pointers are in desperate need of a an upset win to bolster their confidence in the second round of the tournament. Unfortunately, in the second match, the Warhawks landed over 30 percent of their attacks on the Pointers court and returned 90 percent of Point’s shots.

A strong offensive performance from the Pointers would be a huge step towards a successful season.

Warhawks kill spikers’ hopes in WWIAC

Coach Julie Johnson was “extremely happy with the strong performance,” and thought her team “played very well.” Unfortunately, in the second match, the Warhawks landed over 30 percent of their attacks on the Pointers court and returned 90 percent of Point’s shots.

After three painful games, the powerful Whitewater squad (31-2 overall) moved on to the next round, and Stevens Point headed home.

The Pointer volleyball team was able to win only one of the three games against Whitewater. The Pointers will need to regroup and focus on their next opponent, the UW-Platteville.

Offense piles up 602 yards to stop three game skid

The win allowed Point to finish the season 4-3 in the WSUC (fourth place) and 6-3 overall.

Pointer football ends season on good note

Happy Holidays!

• 20% off Holiday Books
• Large assortment of Gift bags and wrapping supplies
• Gift wrapping $2.50/pkg.
• Gift certificates
• UWSP ornaments

Only at the University Store!

Winter University Store
UNIV CENTER 346-3431

Quote of the Week

“Boston College football players already are betting the Broncos to lose in the Super Bowl.”

- Bob Kravitz, reporter for the Rocky Mountain News in Denver.

-Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Men advance to nationals

By Josh Grove

Women run well but season ends

By Joshua Morby

Hockey drops two of three

By Ryan Lins

Bennett ready to begin inaugural season

By Bennett

In the backcourt, 6'2" junior Russ Austin is the probable starter at shooting guard.

The starting point guard spot, which is up for grabs, will be filled by either 6'0" junior Dan Denniston or 6'4" junior Curt Richard.

Senior Jim Danielson and junior redhead Dan Teasdale will also provide some quality minutes for the Pointers off the bench.

The newcomers to the Pointers include 6'6" freshman Brant Bailey from Wis. Dells, 6'4" freshman Gabe Frank from Northbrook, Ill., and 5'10" sophomore Kurt Koerman from Antigo.

"I think we need to concentrate on rebounding as a unit this season," added Witt.

"The biggest challenge I see ahead is our improvement as a defensive team," he added.

"The wins will come if we can do things the right way. I think we can rearm Pointer basketball in a manner that will make everyone proud," stated Bennett.

After hosting the Terry Porter Tip Off Classic on Nov. 22nd and 23rd, the Pointers face Northland College at home on Nov. 26th.

Pointer basketball players prepare to open the season Saturday in the Purple/Gold game. (Photo by Carrie Reuter)

**ARMY ROTC SALUTES OUR SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS.**

Every year Army ROTC awards thousands of merit-based scholarships to qualified students around the country and right here in your school. These scholarships pay most tuition, as well as books, lab fees and an allowance up to $1800/year. But more than that, Army ROTC is one course that develops your leadership abilities and confidence, qualities that lead to success.

**ARMY ROTC THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE**

For details, visit Run. 204, Student Services Bldg. or call 346-3821
ACROSS
1. Seamstress (main article)   Betsy
5. Summarize
10. Cotton-tipped cleaner
14. Pointed arch
15. Playing marble
16. Water main
17. Artist's tablet
19. Summer coolers
20. Auction suffix
21. Short distance
22. Run in
24. Musher's vehicle
25. Gambling machines
26. Chopped fire
27. Give way
28. Campfire remains
29. Bath adjunct
34. TV brand
35. Told a whopper
36. In a way
37. Red and Black
38. In Billie Joe
39. Solitude seeker
40. Oil-bearing rock
41. Locations
43. Hues
44. Time periods
48. Couch
49. Couch cushion
50. Time periods
51. Rochester's wife
52. Dillon or Helm

53. Magazine's
54. Greek river
55. At a distance
56. Ceramic square
57. Uses a fax machine
58. Army post
59. Cleaner
60. At a distance
61. Ceramic

9. Went by bike, in Britain
10. Athenian's ice
11. Occurring over a vast area
12. Tarzan's friend
13. Most excellent
14. Capri and Malta
15. Pointed arch square
16. Water main machine
17. Artist's tablet
18. Hard-backed cleaner
19. Ceramic
20. Auction suffix
21. Short distance
22. Run in
24. Musher's vehicle
25. Gambling machines
26. Chopped fire
27. Give way
28. Campfire remains
29. Bath adjunct
34. TV brand
35. Told a whopper
36. In a way
37. Red and Black
38. In Billie Joe
39. Solitude seeker
40. Oil-bearing rock
41. Locations
43. Hues
44. Time periods
48. Couch
49. Couch cushion
50. Time periods
51. Rochester's wife
52. Dillon or Helm

53. Magazine's
54. Greek river
55. At a distance
56. Ceramic square
57. Uses a fax machine
58. Army post
59. Cleaner
60. At a distance
61. Ceramic

 helping to control her arms, they are forced to strangle her loved ones. 

HER HANDS Vibrate like hummingbird wings.

PICKING UP A BAND, she forms a bluegrass band.

WHEN THEY BECOME FAMOUS ALL IS WELL.

She has been injected with the mind control poison.

And unless she can control her arms, they are forced to strangle her loved ones.

by Ranjit Bhatnagar and Jesse Reklaw

TIGHT CORNER
By Grundy and Willet

SLOW WAVE
by Joey Hetzel

TONJA STEELE
By Joey Hetzel
New Romeo a modern masterpiece

By Nick Katzmarek
Film Critic

Modern Hollywood seems to have a problem. They tend to sacrifice characterization and emotion for purely escapist visual stimulation. "Romeo and Juliet" is a film in which Baz Luhrmann (director/screenwriter) and Craig Pearce (screenwriter) have turned to the past and brought the past alive. This film effectively makes the transition from Elizabethan to modern— the plot works just as well now as it did in the 1600's. Such is the timeless nature of this beautiful love story. What makes it so effective?

Masterful performances by Leonardo DiCaprio (Romeo) and Claire Danes (Juliet) can make even the most hardened of hearts shed a tear. A story about the power of love and the nature of man can move one to contemplation. This is the nature of this movie—pure intellectual and emotional stimulation. I have never had such strong feelings about fictional characters in my life. The cinematography is ruthlessly iconoclastic, with fast-time and slo-mo camera work jolting the watcher. Allegorical symbols abound, and the decision to go with Shakespeare's original dialogue lends authenticity and artistry to the visual component.

Supporting roles by Brian Dennehy, John Leguizamo, Pete Postlethwaite, and Paul Sorvino make this a film of far-reaching consequence. If you see one film this year, make this the one.

Rating (four possible):

Rentals
Excalibur
(1981; 140 min.)

One movie captures the legends of King Arthur and the Knight of the Round Table like none other. From the sword in the stone to the love triangle of Arthur, Guenivere and Sir Lancelot to the quest for the Holy Grail, one film has it all. No I'm not talking about "First Knight" but rather "Excalibur."

Director John Boonnan, most known for his 1972 classic, "Deliverance," puts together a powerful film with every bit of emotion wrapped into it. The long journey of King Arthur's life could not have been squeezed into two hours any better. Also stars Nicol Williamson, Helen Mirren, Patrick Stewart, and Liam Neeson.

- Mike Beacom

Johnny returns in style

By Patrick McGrane
Music Critic

Who possibly could have predicted that Johnny Cash could be so embraced by the alternative music scene! Here is the closest thing this country has to a living folk hero—a man who has written more than a thousand songs and has performed for four decades throughout the world. But Johnny is not without controversy. His respect in the music industry is evident through the list of musicians that accompany the recording of this album: Tom Petty, Flea, Lindsay Buckingham and Mick Fleetwood, to name a few recognizable names.

If you like simple music that sounds great and fills you up, let Johnny be your provider.

"Unchained" offers us more of this master's wonderful songwriting abilities, this time backed by a larger band that gives more depth to the pure simplicity of his song. His usual themes of human depth and redemption can be heard, as well as a few choice cover tunes: Soundgarden's "Rusty Cage," and Tom Petty's "Southern Accents."
**SAVE TEN BUCKS**
on allFitness Center Memberships.
Call or visit:
The Strength Center The Cardio Center
in Quandt in the Allen Center
x4165 x4711

Get in shape for the holidays!

![Image of fitness center]

**PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING**

**EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?**

Today there seems to be an investment expert or financial advisor almost everywhere you turn. But just how qualified are all these experts? Peace of mind about your future comes from solid planning. From investments and services designed and managed with your needs and retirement security specifically in mind. The kind of investments and services TIAA-CREF has been providing for more than 75 years.

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD A REWARDING RETIREMENT.

Our counselors are trained retirement professionals who have only you and your future in mind. So you're treated as the unique person you are, with special needs and concerns about retirement. And that makes for an understanding, comfortable relationship. With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of choice and flexibility in building your retirement nest-egg - from TIAA's guaranteed traditional annuity to the investment opportunities of CREF's seven variable annuity accounts.

And we're nonprofit, so our expense charges are among the lowest in the insurance and mutual fund industries.* That means more of your money is where it should be — working for you.

TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension system in the world, based on assets under management - managing more than $150 billion in assets for more than one and a half million people throughout the nation.

TIAA-CREF: THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.

It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find a reliable pension plan provider. But as a member of the education and research community, your best choice is simple: TIAA-CREF. Because when it comes to helping you prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up to more than spare change.

For more information about how TIAA-CREF can help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

*TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension system in the world, based on assets under management.

**Recycle**

**CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4**

Every year the UWSP Recycling Center puts out new brochures and posters, and gives programs to inform the campus on what and how to recycle properly. Yet some people still refuse to do it. So now it's your turn.

What do you do when you see someone toss a recyclable in the trash? A simple, "OOPS! You must have forgot to recycle this" works wonders.

Chances are the next time that person will think twice about simply tossing recyclables in the trash.

The facilities are there. The incentive is there. It's up to you.

Betsy Buckle

**Prison**

**CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4**

The ashes duct taped shut from the outside. It is the (not concrete) walls and barbed wire are atypically on a college campus. I propose we invent and market, through the foundation, a new visually friendly product called Razor White Clear.

Telecommunications can use old fiber optic cables and impregnate them with shards of recycled glass from University Center Snapple bottles. Arrangements of the prismatic effects of the glass shards on sunny days can be offered as extra credit projects for art majors by their faculty.

In return for beautifying their surrounding, perhaps some of the prisoners with small scale base-ment horticultural experience could apply their knowledge in the new CNR green house. Say, now there is another idea with potential for a cash strapped UWSP!

Perhaps we could hire some former CIA agents as consultants to provide the seed money and a product distribution system.

I suspect that proposals like this will be politically popular. Many Republicans have never seen a prison they didn't like and it will provide Democrats an opportunity to appear tough on crime while voting for a social/jobs program to benefit our university.

If trends of rising faction and dwindling financial aids price new students out of an education, more residence halls will become available for prison conversions. It should make for some interesting class reunions in the brave new world of the 21st Century.

Jim Zach MD
UWSP Student Health

**Depression**

*Two weeks of being depressed is an illness-not a weakness.*

**TREAT DEPRESSION**

http://www.save.org

**WITZ**

**END**

Thurs, Nov. 15

**TBA**

Saturday, Nov. 16

Paul Black & The Flip Kings

Debra Blues

Specials: $1.95 off dinner beers: Than $1.50 off pitchers-$1 bottles of Point, Bud + Miller products: $1 rails and rail shots.

Find admission discounts & band info
http://www.save.org
**HOUSING**

**APARTMENTS FOR 97-98**

3 and 4 people
Call: 341-4571

**KORGER APARTMENTS**

5 bedroom two bath home for five. Fully furnished. Laundry Mat. Plenty of free parking.
Call: 345-0153 or 341-2248

**WOLF PROPERTIES**

Call: 342-0252

**FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED**

Call: 341-9688

---

**EMPLOYMENT**

**STUDENT TRAVEL**

From The Trainer

---

**PERSONALS**

**MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY**

Men's Cross Country. Congratulations at Conference and Regionals! Good luck at Nationals!
From The Trainer

---

**PARKING DECALS**

Parking Services will no longer sell decals or temporary permits for the rest of this semester since lots are full at peak periods throughout the week. If you plan to bring one in the future, make arrangements to park your vehicle before you bring it on campus. Call Parking Services, 3909, to add a name to the waiting list for purchasing decals for second semester.

---

**FREE TRIPS & CASH!**

Find out how hundreds of student representatives are already earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's #1 Spring Break company! Sell only 15 trips and travel free!

Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!

Call: 341-9615 or 344-6244
OK... you're hungry. Big, mean, gotta-have-somethin’-and-gotta-have-it-NOW hungry. Maybe you’ve got a whole bunch of hungry friends, too. You know what you’ve gotta do: call Domino’s. Tell us what you want – hot, fresh pizza or anything else off our extended menu. We’ll deliver it all right to you. How’s THAT for accommodating?

Use our specials when you call.

HOURS: Sun.-Wed. 11:00 a.m. - 1:30 a.m., Thurs. 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m., Fri. & Sat. 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Make Any Pizza A Complete MEAL!!

ADD ON TO YOUR FAVORITE

- Breadsticks with Dipping Sauce $1.99
  8 Warm Sticks of Fresh Baked Bread Brushed with Garlic, Spices & Parmesan Cheese.
- Cheesy Bread with Dipping Sauce $2.99
  8 Fresh Baked Sticks Topped with 2 Kinds of Melted Cheese (Mozzarella & Cheddar) and Brushed with our Special Garlic & Spices.
- Buffalo Wings - 10 piece order $3.99
  Your choice of Original, Hot or B.B.Q.

Call 345-0901

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medium Deal</th>
<th>Large Deal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM PIZZA 1 Topping</td>
<td>LARGE PIZZA 1 Topping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5.99</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thin or Original crust only. Deep Dish extra.

- Tax not included
- Expires 10/31/96
- Not good with any other coupon or offer
- U.W.S.P. Campus Only

Call 345-0901

Doubles Pack

2 MEDIUM 2 Toppings $9.99
2 LARGE 2 Toppings $12.99

Thin or Original crust only. Deep Dish extra.

- Tax not included
- Expires 10/31/96
- Not good with any other coupon or offer
- U.W.S.P. Campus Only

Call 345-0901

DOMINO’S NOW Accepts

VISA / DISCOVER CARD

FOR ALL PIZZA PURCHASES

Call 345-0901

Medium Pointer Combo

MEDIUM PIZZA 2 Toppings plus 1 Order Bread Sticks with sauce $7.99

Thin or Original crust only. Deep Dish extra.

- Tax not included
- Expires 10/31/96
- Not good with any other coupon or offer
- U.W.S.P. Campus Only

Call 345-0901

Large Pointer Combo

LARGE PIZZA 2 Toppings plus 1 Order Bread Sticks with sauce $9.99

Thin or Original crust only. Deep Dish extra.

- Tax not included
- Expires 10/31/96
- Not good with any other coupon or offer
- U.W.S.P. Campus Only

Call 345-0901

DOMINO’S COLLEGE SURVIVAL TIPS

When you’ve got a mean case of the raging munchies... Domino’s has got the cure.

345-0901